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Eluwina!
I am Dawid Pacia
I am here because I love to teach, 
share knowledge and python : )

About me:

◎ Trainer Testing and Python
◎ Test (Automation) Manager
◎ Public Speaker
◎ Lecturer











Introduction time!
- What do I do

- What is my exp. in test automation and/or python
- What are your expectations



Getting started



Getting started

1. Creating Python project
2. Preparing working environment
3. IDE navigation (PyCharm)
4. Python basics
5. Writing tests



Which version?

Note:

The use of Python 3 is highly preferred over Python 2. Consider upgrading your 
applications and infrastructure if you find yourself still using Python 2 in 
production today. If you are using Python 3, congratulations — you are indeed 
a person of excellent taste. — Kenneth Reitz



Environment setup



pip install pipenv

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCVaqeQepno

pipevn vs venv vs conda/anaconda

Environment setup

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCVaqeQepno


Pipfile

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCVaqeQepno

Environment setup

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCVaqeQepno


console + terminal

IDE 



packages & interpreter

IDE 



Python basics

● basic Data Types



Python basics
a = 1 → int

a = 1.0 → float

a = “1” → string

a = True → boolean

a = [1, “1”] → list

A = (1, “1”) → tuple

a = {“1” : 1} → dict



[Let’s write something]

Create a living being dictionary, containing following values:
● string
● int
● float
● boolean
● tuple
● list

E.g

python = {
   "animal": "cat",
   "age": 2,
   "weight": 2.1
   ### c.d. 
}



Printing values



print(“I like {} a lot”.format(hobby))

print(f”I like {hobby} a lot”)



[Yet another task!]

Print all data about your previous being:

“My {animal_name} has {age} years [...]”



Python basics

● basic Data Types (int, float, string, boolean, list, dict)
● loops & conditions



If conditions

if element1 > element2 and True:
print(“1 is larger”)

elif element1 == element2:
print(“elements equal”)

else:
print(“false”)



[Missing traveling]

You want to travel again! Before the flight you have to check if 
you have to pay for additional luggage. However, if your travel 
is 2000 km or more you get it for free.

Create “distance” variable and check if you have to pay for your 
luggage.

Tip: Don’t forget about negative scenario!



[Missing traveling part. 2]

Time to calculate your travel costs! 

- You pay 2$ for every 1 km of a travel
- Luggage costs 100$ 
- For 2000 km or more luggage is for free

Create a list of distances:
- Krakow - Nicosia -> 1980
- Krakow - Reykjavik -> 2900
- Krakow - Chartum -> not exists



For loop

for element in list:
print(“element”)

for i i range(start, stop+1, step):
print(“element”)



While loop

a, b = 0, 10

while a < b:
print(“a”)
a += 1



[Math my love]

Print all 2 digits even values (10, 12, 14…)

tip: you can use:

i += value

or not :)



Python basics 

● basic Data Types (int, float, string, boolean, list, dict)
● loops & conditions (for, while, if)
● functions, methods (def) and classes (class)



Functions

def method(var1, var2):
logic.here()
return value



https://adventofcode.com/2019/day/1

[Calculate fuel needed]

Input: mass

Output: fuel

https://adventofcode.com/2019/day/1


Put your first assertion!
assert condition, error_message



Classes and 
methods

class MyClass:

def __init__(var1, var2):
logic.here()
return value

def method1(var11, var12):
logic.here()
return value1

def method2(var21, var22):
logic.here()
return value2



Create calculator class and basic methods 
○ + 
○ -
○ *
○ /

[Calculator]



Python basics

● basic Data Types (int, float, string, boolean, list, dict)
● loops & conditions (for, while, if)
● methods (def) and classes (class)
● debugging



Time to debug



Python basics

● basic Data Types (int, float, string, boolean, list, dict)
● loops & conditions (for, while, if)
● methods (def) and classes (class)
● debugging
● imports (import xyz, from xyz import)



[Importing task]

import xyz

from xyz import abc

1) Import calculator class to math_operations.py
2) Create new object and perform 4 basic operations with 

assertion





Python basics

● basic Data Types (int, float, string, boolean, list, dict)
● loops & conditions (for, while, if)
● methods (def) and classes (class)
● debugging
● imports (import xyz, from xyz import)
● errors handling & exceptions (try, catch)



PYTHON

NAME ERROR, TYPE ERROR, INDEX ERROR 
4EVER



Errors handling

try:
code.here()

except types, of, exceptions:
exception.code()

else:
no.exception()

finally:
execute.always()



Python basics



[Calculator again :)]

1. Identify possible issues with your 
code caused by wrong input

2. Improve your calculator class using 
exceptions



Python basics

● basic Data Types (int, float, string, boolean, list, dict)
● loops & conditions (for, while, if)
● methods (def) and classes (class)
● debugging
● imports (import xyz, from xyz import)
● Zen of Python



Python basics

import this



Writing tests



pytest, unittest, 
nose, behave

requests

selenium

doctest

Testing vs Python

*that’s just an example, don’t treat it as oracle :) 



Testing vs Python

Performance

REST API

BDDATDD/RPA



Installation

1) pipenv install PyHamcrest 3) Pipfile

2) PyCharm interpreter



hamcrest assertions

assert_that(element_1, _matcher(_value), optional_message)

Most useful matchers:

● equal_to
● greater_than/lower_than
● has_item
● has_key/has_value
● is_not

Syntactic sugar (is_):
assert_that(theBiscuit, equal_to(myBiscuit))
assert_that(theBiscuit, is_(equal_to(myBiscuit)))
assert_that(theBiscuit, is_(myBiscuit))

ARE EQUAL!



unittest syntax
import unittest

class TestClass(unittest.TestCase):

    def test_test (self):
testng.code()
assert_that(***)

        

if __name__ == "__main__":

    unittest.main()



Let’s test something!



Running tests

python -m unittest _test_

or

PyChamr IDE

_test_ can be single test case, test method, test class or 
all tests



https://adventofcode.com/2019/day/1

def test_addition():

    assert add(1, 2) == 4

https://adventofcode.com/2019/day/1


python_tests
├── source(any name)
│   ├── __init__.py         # make it a package
│   └── class_method.py
└── test
    ├── __init__.py         # also make test a package
    └── test_class_method.py

Typical project structure



Here comes fibonacci!

1) Write code (method or class)
2) Write 5 tests



Time to fix your code!



Better fibonacci!
1) Prepare few edge cases for 

fibonacci and improve your code!
2) Use error handling (try catch)



Better Testing!
1) Aggregate all math methods into a 

single class Calculator
2) Prepare tests using setUp
3) Cover major functionalities



Thanks!
:) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :)


